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Abstract
In this article we propose a \second quantization" scheme especially suitable to deal with
non-trivial phase spaces, implemented within a more general Group Approach to Quantization,
which recovers the standard Quantum Field Theory (QFT) for ordinary relativistic linear elds.
We emphasize, among its main virtues, the capability of selecting a globally dened vacuum in a
QFT on a curved space-time and the absence of the usual requirement of global hyperbolicity of
space-time. We illustrate our QFT approach with the example of the Anti-de Sitter universe.
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1 Introduction
This paper is devoted basicaly to generalizing the Minkowskian concept of \second quantization" to
certain non-trivial space-times. By second quantization we mean the (canonical) quantization of an
innite-dimensional classical system constituted by the linear space of wave functions associated
with a quantum mechanical particle, the evolution of which is considered as a trajectory of a
classical eld. More precisely, the Fourier coecients of the wave functions a(k); a(k) can be
considered to be the co-ordinates of the phase space of the classical eld to be quantized, and
the corresponding quantum operators a^(k); a^(k)y are interpreted as the annihilation and creation
operators of identical copies of the particle originally (rstly) quantized. The fundamental problem
in going from Minkowski space-time to any other universe is the translation of the notion of
annihilation and creation operators. If the monoparticle conguration space, where wave functions
are dened, is not flat, the Fourier coecients of these functions are not, in general, globally dened,
even though the monoparticle Hilbert space is, so that no notion of creation and annihilation can be
globally associated with those coecients. A simple change of variables could be badly interpreted
as a phenomenon of vacuum radiation.
In general terms, the crucial point in the quantization procedure of a phase space with non-
trivial geometry is the global reduction of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization (in the sense of Lie
representation theory). This reduction is achieved in practice by restricting the arguments of
the wave functions with the help of a set of partial dierential equations, usually referred to in
the literature as Polarization conditions, leading to a given \representation" space (q-space, p-
space, a-space, etc.). The problem that then arises is to determine the extent to which those
restriction conditions can be consistently (globally) written. The second quantization scheme
obviously inherits the diculty of globally stating the arguments of the wave functions associated
with the \rst quantized" problem.
Here we propose a \second quantization" scheme especially suitable to deal with non-trivial
phase spaces, implemented within a more general Group Approach to Quantization (GAQ), which
recovers the standard Quantum Field Theory (QFT) for known cases such as standard relativistic
linear elds. The Group Approach to Quantization (GAQ) was introduced some time ago [1] as
an improved version of the standard Geometric Quantization approach [2, 3, 4, 5]. Subsequently,
an extension [6] was needed to include discrete symmetries and constraints, the latter constituting
the structure group of a principal ber bundle (the quantizing group). This framework has proved
successful, for example, when applied to (constrained) eld models (innite-dimensional groups)
such as String Theory [7, 6], Wess-Zumino models [8], gauge theories and BRST symmetries [9],
relativistic systems [10], etc. The starting point was just the group of quantum symmetries of the
model from which GAQ extracts the corresponding dynamical system. The profound connection
with the Lagrangian picture (action principle) is not yet clear in general, although there are some
cases, such as those of linear elds, for which it has been possible to reconcile the two pictures
through a conguration-space image of GAQ (see [11, 12]). It has also been possible to give a precise
characterization of gauge symmetries inside this scheme, where the relationship between those and
constraints becomes apparent. GAQ is also especially suitable for dealing with constraints which
usually enrich to the physical theory and serve as a mechanism for obtaining non-linearity from
linearity.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we give a brief description of the GAQ formalism
(Subsec. 2.1), as self-contained as possible, and particularize it for the case of Quantum Mechanics
on curved space-time. The specic example of the Anti-de Sitter universe is fully developed in
Subsec. 2.2. In Subsec. 3.1 we present the general scheme of \second quantization" on a group,
and again use the case of the Anti-de Sitter universe to illustrate our procedure in Subsec. 3.2. In
particular, we provide an explicit expression for propagators.
1
2 Quantum Mechanics on a curved space
In the standard approach, Quantum Mechanics on a curved space Q is explicitly built in a
conguration-space picture making use of the intrinsic dierentiable structure of Q (usually a
globally hyperbolic pseudo-Riemanian manifold with pseudo-Riemannian metric g). A natural
generalization of this picture results from considering the space Q as embebed within a larger
dierentiable structure containing the phase space of the theory. Physically suitable for this is
a group G, which will be the driver of the quantization prodedure. We shall concentrate on the
cases in which Q (or, rather, its universal covering Q) can be considered as a homogeneous space
Q = G=P of G (although more general situations can also be taken into account) and we shall
demonstrate the possibility of considering representation spaces (momentum, holomorphic, etc.)
other than the standard conguration-space picture. A given phase space may possibly admit
dierent groups of transformations. In this case, the selection of the appropriate group will then
depend on the physical situation.
2.1 Quantization on a group ~G
GAQ makes use of bre-bundle-theory concepts, which are among the most powerful tools for
exploring the interplay between groups and topology, and highlight topological quantum eects
(see e.g. [13] for a relevant application).
The starting point of GAQ is a group ~G (the quantizing group) with a principal bre bundle
structure ~G(M;T ), having T as the structure group and M being the base. The group T generalizes
the phase invariance of Quantum Mechanics. Although the situation can be more general [6], we
shall start with the rather general case in which ~G is a central extension of a group G by T
(T = U(1) or even T = C = <+ ⊗ U(1)). For the one-parametric group T = U(1), the group law
for ~G = f~g = (g; )=g 2 G;  2 U(1)g adopts the following form:
~g0  ~g = (g0  g; 0ei(g
0;g)) ; (1)
where g00 = g0  g is the group operation in G and (g0; g) is a two co-cycle of G on < fullling:
(g2; g1) + (g2  g1; g3) = (g2; g1  g3) + (g1; g3) ; gi 2 G: (2)
If G is a nite-dimensional simple group, the central extensions are trivial; that is, the two-co-cycles
are coboundaries which can be written in the form of (g0; g) = (g0 g)−(g0)−(g), where (g) is
called the generating function of the coboundary. Despite the apparent triviality of coboundaries,
some play an important role [14] and constitute a Pseudocohomology group of G (an example will
be given later in Sec. 3).
The right and left nite actions of the group ~G on itself provide two sets of mutually commuting



















where f~gjg is a parameterization of ~G. The GAQ programme continues nding the left-invariant
1-form  (the Quantization 1-form) associated with the central generator ~XL =
~XR ;  2 T ; that
is, the T -component ~L() of the canonical left-invariant 1-form ~L on ~G. This constitutes the
generalization of the Poincare-Cartan form of Classical Mechanics (see [15]). The dierential d is
a presymplectic form and its characteristic module, Ker\Kerd, is generated by a left subalgebra
G named characteristic subalgebra. The quotient ( ~G;)=G is a quantum manifold in the sense
of Geometric Quantization. The trajectories generated by the vector elds in G constitute the
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generalized equations of motion of the theory (temporal evolution, rotations, etc.), and the Noether
invariants under those equations are F~gj  i ~XR
~gj
; that is, the contraction of right-invariant vector
elds with the Quantization 1-form.
Let B( ~G) be the set of complex-valued T -functions on ~G in the sense of principal bundle theory:
 (  ~g) = DT () (~g);  2 T ; (4)
where DT is the natural representation of T on the complex numbers C. The representation of ~G
on B( ~G) generated by ~GR = f ~XRg is called Bohr Quantization and is reducible. The reduction can
be achieved by means of the restrictions imposed by a full polarization P :
~XL p = 0; 8 ~X
L 2 P ; (5)
which is a maximal, horizontal (excluding ~XL ) left subalgebra of
~GL which contains G. It should
be noted that the existence of a full polarization, containing the whole subalgebra G, is not
guaranteed. In case of such a breakdown, called anomaly, or simply the desire of choosing a
preferred representation space, a higher-order polarization must be imposed [16]. A higher-order
polarization is a maximal, horizontal subalgebra of the left enveloping algebra U ~GL which contains
G. The kind of theory that interests us is a particular case of this last situation; for the case
of a representation space Q = G=P  (t; ~x), the higher-order polarization must be made of the
extended vector elds corresponding to the Lie algebra of P (momentum variables, space-time
symmetries and internal symmetries) and a \deformation" ~XHOt of the vector eld
~XLt associated
with the temporal evolution which, for most cases, can be chosen to be the Casimir operator of G.
In summary,
PHO =< ~XHOt ; ~X
L
hi >; h
i 2 P : (6)
If the group contains more than one Casimir operator, the extension procedure G ! ~G chooses
one of them and the higher-order polarization condition ~XHOt  = 0 will represent the equation
of motion of the theory (a generalization of the relativistic wave equations: Klein-Gordon, Dirac,
etc., when the curved space Q is not locally Lorentzian).
The group ~G is irreducibly represented on the space H( ~G)  fj ig of polarized wave functions,
and on its dual H( ~G)  fh jg. If we denote by
 p(~g)  h~gpj i ;  
0
p(~g)  h 
0j~gpi (7)
the coordinates of the \ket" j i and the \bra" h j in a representation dened through a polarization
P (rst or higher order), then, a scalar product on H( ~G) can be naturally dened as:






(~g)  L~gi ^ 
L
~gj ^ ::: (9)





formally represents a closure relation. A direct computation proves that, with this scalar product,
the group ~G is unitarily represented through the left nite action ( denotes the representation)
h~gpj(~g
0)j i   p(~g
0−1  ~g) (11)
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The adjoint action is then dened as
h 0jy(~g0)j i  h j(~g0)j 0i; i.e h~gpj
y(~g0)j i =  p(~g
0  ~g) : (12)
We can relate the coordinates of j i in two given representations, corresponding to two dierent
polarizations P1 and P2, as follows













0) is a \polarization-changing" operator. An explicit expression of p1p2 is possible
by using a basis fjnign2I (I is a set of index) of H(
~G), as follows
p1p2(~g; ~g








where  pi;n(~g)  h~gpi jni are the coordinates of jni in a polarization Pi.
Constraints are consistently incorporated into the theory by enlarging the structure group T
(which always includes U(1)), i.e, through T -function conditions:
(~t)j i = D()T (~t)j i ; ~t 2 T (15)
or, for continuous transformations,
~XR~t j i = dD
()
T (~t)j i ; (16)
D
()
T means a specic representation of T [the index  parametrizes dierent (inequivalent) quantiza-
tions] and dD
()
T is its dierential. As a particular example, let us mention the case when Quantum
Mechanics on Q (non-simply connected) is recovered from Quantum Mechanics on its universal
covering Q by choosing T = 1(Q) ⊗ U(1) as the structure group, thus leading to topological
quantum eects commonly known as #-structure.
It is clear that, for a non-central structure group T , not all the right operators ~XR~g will preserve





[note that, for a faithful representation of T , the subgroup ~GT is nothing other than the normalizer
of T ]. ~GT takes part of the set of good operators [6], for which the subgroup T behaves as a gauge
group (see [12] for a thorough study of gauge symmetries and constraints from the standpoint of
GAQ). A more general situation can be posed in which the constraints are lifted to the higher-
order level, not necessarily rst order as in (16); that is, these constitute a subalgebra of the right
enveloping algebra U ~GR. A useful example of this last case results when we select representations
labelled by a value  of some Casimir operator C of a subgroup ~GC of ~G (see [17] for a relevant
application). The good operators have to be found, in general, in the right enveloping algebra with
the only condition of preserving the constraint.
For simplicity, we have sometimes made use of innitesimal (geometrical) concepts, but all
this language can be translated to their nite (algebraic) counterparts (see [6]), a desirable way of
proceeding when discrete transformations are incorporated into the theory.
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2.2 Example of the Anti-de Sitter space-time
Anti-de Sitter space-time (AdS) in 1+1 dimension can be seen as a homogeneous space of the
group G = SO(1; 2) (SO(3; 2) in 3+1 dimensions). Let us use two kinds of parameterization of
G and two dierent polarization subalgebras; the rst one will be suitable for a direct physical
interpretation connected with the free motion on AdS space-time, whilst the second will be more
manageable for calculations. Each will lead to dierent representation spaces related through a
\polarization-changing operator" (13). Let us then derive, rstly, the explicit group law of G from
the action on AdS space-time:
Conguration-space image









where  = (+;−); x = (x0; x1),  is the extra co-ordinate and k stands for the curvature of
the space. For k > 0, Eq. (18) denes the AdS space-time (SO(1; 2) homogeneous space), for
k < 0, it denes the deSitter space-time (SO(2; 1) homogeneous space), and for k = 0, we get the
Minkowski space-time.























we obtain the metric induced by (19) in the tangent space to the hyperboloid (18); this is the
deSitter metric:







g =  − kxx : (23)
Let us dene the contravariant momenta for a particle of mass m, p = mdx

dt
. Then, Eq. (21)
may be regarded as a constraint between the momenta p, i.e. the deSitter mass shell
(p0)2 − (p)2 +
k
2
(p0x0 − px1)2 = m2c2: (24)





m2c2 + p2 +m2c2kx12
1 + kx12
: (25)
From (22) it follows the connection
Γ = kx
g ; (26)




which could also be interpreted as the equation of motion of a (general) relativistic oscillator [20].
To give the action of the (anti-)deSitter groupG over space-time, we shall adopt the prescription
that AdS-parameters become those of the Poincare group action under the limit k ! 0. By denoting
a0; a1; p the AdS space-time translation parameters and boost parameters, respectivelly, as well as



























1− k(a02 − a12); (29)
and p0 is dened in terms of a0; a1; p as in (25). From the action (28) it is straightforward to derive


































It is a very convenient practise to chose a compact time parameter in order to work out the









1 + kx2; ! 
p
kc; x  a1 (32)
and then consider g = g(t; x; p) a parameterization of G, a pseudo-extension by U(1) (i.e. a co-cycle


























mc2 + p2 +m2!2x2: (33)
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Note that the quantity mc
2
h!  N appears to be quantized for globality conditions (compactness of
the variable ), the possible values for N being N = n2 ; n 2 Z. The function f(x; p) generalizes
the simple expresion f(x; p)  xp, for the flat and non-relativistic case, to the curved case.
The commutation relations among left-invariant vector elds associated with the parameters
























= 0 ; (34)











dp− c (P0 −mc) dt+ h
d
i
G = < ~X
L
t > : (35)
The Noether invariants are immediately calculated as i ~XR:
i ~XRt
















sin!t  −K ;
which fulll the classical mass-shell restriction
E2 −m2c2!2K2 − c2P 2 = m2c4: (37)
Let us now consider the set B( ~G) of complex valued U(1)-functions on ~G. As we have already
mentioned, the representation of ~G on B( ~G) is reducible. The reduction can be achieved by means
of polarization conditions (5). We seek an explicit representation of ~G on wave functions dened on
the AdS space-time, this implying that the generator ~XLp (generator corresponding to the subgroup
P ) has to be included in the polarization. The commutation relations (34) force us to \deform" the
characteristic module ~XLt to a \higher order" ~X
HO
t operator, which we can choose to be basically
the left version of the Casimir operator plus an arbitrary central term, more explicitly:
PHO =< ~XHOt  ( ~X
L
t )








~XLp > ; (38)
where we keep the numeric parameter γ undened for the moment. The U(1)-function condition
(4) together with the polarization conditions lead to wave functions which full:
~XL  =  !  = (x; p; t)











’ = 0 ; (39)
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is the D’ Alambertian operator on AdS space-time. Clearly, for k ! 0, equation (39) goes to the
usual Klein-Gordon equation for a free particle moving on Minkowski space-time.












2 + n and H
(N;γ)




(see [22, 20] for more details). The invariant integration volume in ~G dening the scalar product
can be written as:
(~g) = −i
dp ^ dx ^ dt ^ d
P0
: (42)
We shall not thoroughly develop the second quantization procedure inside this conguration-
space representation of ~G but, rather, we shall use a \holomorphic" representation, which is easier
to handle. As mentioned above, those two representations prove to be equivalent, since there
is a polarization-changing operator relating them (called \relativistic Bargmann transform" and
explicitly calculated in [23]).
Holomorphic (Fock-space) image


































f)   : (44)
As can be easily checked, the complex parameters ;  are dened on the unit disk and are directly

















on the unit disk. The group SU(1; 1)  SO(1; 2)=Z2 is a covering group of SO(1; 2) and has the
topological structure of a trivial bre bundle with bre U(1) and base the hyperboloid. Let us










;  2 U(1); ;  2 D1 ; (46)










































where the (half) integrality condition for the parameter N , given after Eq. (33), becomes now
more apparent. This parameter N will characterize each irreducible representation.


















































































= 0 ; (51)
and the corresponding right counterparts changing a sign in the structure constants. The Casimir
operator acquires the form (except for a central term ambiguity):
C^ = ( ~XR − 2N ~X
R
 )
2 + 2 ~XR
~XR + 2
~XR




2 + ( ~XRy1)
2 + ( ~XRy2)
2 ; (52)
where we have denoted   y1 + iy2 and   eiy3 for future use.
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4iN−1d + iNd− iNd

− i−1d
G = < ~X
L
 > ; (53)
and the Noether invariants can be written as:














We realize that a full polarization (st-order and complete) exist for this holomorphic picture
and it is made up of
P =< ~XL ; ~X
L
 > : (55)
The solution of the T -function condition (4), together with the polarization conditions (5), lead to
the following wave functions:
 (N)(; ; ; ) = WN (; 
; )(s)
WN (; 
; ) = (1− )N ; (56)
















The left-invariant integration acquires the form
(; ; ; ) =
−i(2)−3
(1− )2
−1d ^ d ^ d ^ −1d
=
2(2)−3




dy0 ^ dy1 ^ dy2 ^ dy3 ; (60)
the range of integration for each variable being:




2 < 1; 0  arctan
y2
y1
< 2; 0  y3 < 2 : (61)
Let us denote ~ 
(N)
n (; ; ; ) = WN (; 
; )sn a basic wave function. The scalar product of
two of them is:









which is well dened (nite) for values N > 12 . The set
B(H( ~G)) =






is then orthonormal and complete, i.e, a orthonormal base of HN ( ~G).
The action of the right-invariant vector elds (operators in the theory) on polarized wave
functions in (56) has the explicit form:
~XR  















(N) =  (N); (64)
providing an action on the -space once the commun factor WN has been factorized out.
The action of the Casimir operator (52) on polarized wave functions is:
C (N) = 4N(N − 1) (N) : (65)
The corresponding nite (left) action of an arbitrary element ~g0 = ~g0(0; 0; 0; 0) of ~G on





(~g)   (N)n (~g
0−1  ~g) = WN (; 
; )W N (
0; 0; 0)
 (1− ss0)−2N−n(s− s0)n02n ; (66)
where we have used that the coordinates of the inverse element ~g−1 are given by:
(~g−1) = −1; (~g−1) = −2; (~g−1) = −−2; (~g−1) = −1 (67)
The action of ~G on an arbitrary wave function in HN ( ~G) can be computed by expanding it as a






n (~g) : (68)
The coecients a0m of the transformed wave function








can be computed through the following expression:































(−)l2mlm−n+l(1− )N ; (70)
where the function nm in the lower limit of the last sumatory is dened by nm  (n−m)
sign(n−m)+1
2 ,
the function sign(n) being the standard sign function (sign(0) = 1); it guarantees the following
inequality m− n+ l  0.
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3 Quantum Field Theory on a curved space
3.1 \Second Quantization" on a group
In this subsection we shall develop a general approach to the quantization of linear, complex
quantum elds dened on a group manifold ~G (more precisely, on the quotient ~G=(T [ P)). This
formalism can be seen as a \second quantization" of a \rst quantized" theory dened by a group
~G and a Hilbert space H( ~G) of polarized wave functions.
The construction of the quantizing group ~G(2) for this complex quantum eld is as follows.
Given a Hilbert space H( ~G) and its dual H( ~G), we dene the direct sum
F( ~G)  H( ~G)H( ~G)
=
n
jfi = jAi+ jBi; jAi 2 H( ~G); jBi 2 H( ~G)
o
; (71)
where we have denoted h~gpjBi  hBj~gpi = Bp(~g). The group ~G acts on this vectorial space as
follows:
(~g0)jfi = (~g0)jAi+ (~g0)jBi ; (72)
where
h~gpj(~g
0)jBi  hBjy(~g0)j~gpi = B

p(~g
0−1  ~g): (73)
We can also dene the dual space
F( ~G)  H( ~G)H( ~G)
=
n
hf j = hAj+ hBj ; hAj 2 H( ~G); hBj 2 H( ~G)  H( ~G)
o
; (74)
where ~G acts according to the adjoint action




Using the closure relation (10), the product of two arbitrary elements of F( ~G) is
hf 0jfi = hA0jAi+ hA0jBi+ hB0jAi+ hB0jBi = hA0jAi+ hB0jBi ; (77)
since the integrals Z
~G
(~g)A0p




are zero because of the integration on the central parameter  2 U(1). Thus, the subspaces H( ~G)
andH( ~G) are orthogonal with respect to this scalar product in F( ~G). A basis for F( ~G) is provided
by the set fjni ; jnign2I .
The space M( ~G)  F( ~G)
S
F( ~G) can be endowed with a simplectic structure
S(f 0; f) 
−i
2
(hf 0jfi − hf jf 0i) ; (79)








which is a (true) central extension by U(1), with parameter &, of the semidirect product G(2) 
~G⊗M( ~G) of the basic group ~G and the phase space M( ~G). The group law of ~G(2) is formally:
~g00 = ~g0  ~g
jf 00i = jf 0i+ (~g0)jfi
hf 00j = hf 0j+ hf jy(~g0)
& 00 = & 0&ei
(2)(g(2)0;g(2)) ; (81)
where (2)(g(2)0; g(2)) is a two-co-cycle dened as
(2)(g(2)0; g(2))  S(f 0; (~g0)f) (82)
and  is intended to kill any possible dimension of S.
A system of coordinates for ~G(2) corresponds to a choice of representation associated with a
given polarization P
fp(~g)  h~gpjfi ; f

p (~g)  hf j~gpi : (83)
The explicit expresion of the two-co-cycle in this coordinate system (for symplicity, we discard de















0) p;n(~g) + c:c: (84)





0; ~g) ~XL& : (85)
Here, the function p(~g
0; ~g) plays the role of a propagator (central matrix of the two-co-cycle). The
propagators in two dierent parametrizations of ~G(2) corresponding with two dierent polarization










~h; ~g)  pipj (~h; ~g) + c:c: : (86)
At this point, it is important to stress that a globally hyperbolic structure (<) in the space
Q = G=P is not a prerequisite for having a well-dened propagator in the quantum eld theory
constructed from the group ~G(2). The necessity of a spacial hypersurface {on which Cauchy data
are freely specied in the standard approach{ to quantize a eld on Q is now unessential because we
replace the integration on this hypersurface
R




There may be some cases where we could factorize out the integration on the time parameter inR
~G
(~g), together with the extra momentum variables, keeping an integration on   Q only;
however, this is not the general case, and an integration on the time parameter (even on the whole
group ~G) could be necessary to keep hermiticity in the symmetry generators.
In order to apply the GAQ formalism to ~G(2), it is convenient to use a \Fourier- like" parametriza-
tion. If we denote by
an  hnjfi ; bn  hf jn
i ; (87)
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the Fourier coecients of the \particle" and the \antiparticle", a polarization subalgebra for ~G(2)
is always given by the the corresponding left-invariant vector elds ~XLan ;
~XLbn and the whole Lie
algebra of ~G (characteristic module {see next subsection{). The group ~G plays a key role in
picking out a preferred vacuum state and dening the notion of a \particle", in the same way as
the Poincare group plays a central role in relativistic quantum theories dened on Minkowski space.
It is important to note that the representation of ~G on M( ~G) is reducible, but it is irreducible
under ~G together with the charge conjugation operation an $ bn, which could be implemented
on ~G(2). For simplicity, we have preferred to discard this transformation; however, a treatment
including it, would be relevant as a revision of the CPT symmetry in quantum eld theory. The
Noether invariant associated with ~X
R(2)
 is nothing other than the total charge (the total number of
particles in the case of a real eld bn  an) and its central character, inside the \dynamical" group
~G of the rst-quantized theory, now ensures its conservation under the action of the subgroup
~G  ~G(2). To account for non-abelian charges, a non-abelian structure group T  ~G is required.
To conclude this subsection, we now discuss the influence of the constraints in the rst quantized
theory at the second quantization level. Associated with a constrained wave function satisfying




















stands for the \second-quantized version" of ~XR~t . It is straightforward to generalize
the last condition to higher-order constraints:
~XR1
~XR2 :::











=  ~XRjfi : (89)
It is worth mentioning that the property for a subgroup N  ~G of being gauge is heritable at the
second-quantization level.
3.2 Example of the AdS space
Let us apply the GAQ formalism to the centrally extended group ~G(2) given through the group
law in (81) for the case of G = SO(2; 1) and \holomorphic polarization". For simplicity, we shall
consider the case of a real eld and we shall use a \Fourier" parameterization in terms of the
coecients an rather than a \eld" parameterization in terms of fp(~g). The explicit group law is:




































and use the parameterization ~g(; ; ; ) = ~g(y);  =
0; 1; 2; 3 after (52) and (60), in order to deal with hermitian operators ~X
R(2)
y . With this notation,
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n(2N + n− 1) ~XLan−1 +
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n(2N + n− 1) ~XLan−1 + i
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= − ~XL& nm: (92)
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G(2) = < ~X
L(2)
y
>;  = 0; 1; 2; 3: (93)
The Noether invariants of the second-quantized theory are:
Fan = i ~XRan
(2) = −ian
Fan = i ~XRan
(2) = ian










(n+ 1)(2N + n)(anan+1 − a

n+1an)





(n+ 1)(2N + n)(anan+1 + a

n+1an)





A full polarization subalgebra can be:
P(2) =< ~XL(2)y ;
~XLan >; 8n  0;  = 0; 1; 2; 3 (95)
and the polarized U(1)-functions have the form:
Ψ[an; a










[a]  Ω[a] (96)
where Ω is the vacuum of the second quantized theory and  is an arbitrary power series in its
arguments.
The actions of the right-invariant vector elds (operators in the second-quantized theory) on
polarized wave functions in (96) have the explicit form:
~XRanΨ = Ω  (−a

n)  Ω  (−a^
y
n)
~XRanΨ = Ω  (
@
@n
)  Ω  (a^n)




































  −iΩF^y3 ; (97)
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where a^n and a^
y
n are interpreted as annihilation and creation operators, F^y0 is interpreted as the
total energy operator (Hamiltonian), F^y3 represents the total number of particles (the total electric
charge in the complex case), and the remainder corresponds to other conserved quantities of the
theory. It is worth mentioning that all those quantities appear, in a natural way, normally ordered.
This is one of the advantages of this method of quantization: normal order does not have to be
imposed by hand but, rather, it is implicitly inside the formalism itself.
Let us go back to the expression (93) of the Quantization 1-form. Note that its simple appear-
ance is due to the fact that it is written in terms of the initial condition variables (94) masking
the dynamical content of it. Let us perform a change of variables induced by a general action of




(N)nm (y)cm ; (98)




































The quantities T n (y) play the role of momenta (for instance, T
0
n(y) is the n-mode energy).
For completeness, we shall give the explicit expression of the propagator (84) in the present





0) (N)n (~g) + c:c
= (2N − 1)
0(1− 00)N (1− )N
(1− 00−22)2N
+ c:c: (100)
In conguration-space image , the corresponding propagator can be calculated by making use
of the expression (86) and the polarization changing operator given in [23].
4 Final comments
In general, standard QFT in curved space suers from the lack of a preferred denition of par-
ticles. The innite-dimensional character of the simplectic solution manifold of a eld system is
responsible for the existence of innitely many unitarily inequivalent irreducible representations
of the Heisenberg-Weyl (H-W) relations and there is no criterion to select a preferred vacuum of
the corresponding quantum system. This situation is not present in the nite-dimensional case,
according to the Stone-von Newman theorem [24, 25].
In our language, the origen of this fact is related to the lack of a characteristic module for the
H-W subgroup ~G(2)= ~G of ~G(2); i.e., for the innite-dimensional H-W group, we can polarize the
wave functions in arbitrary, non-equivalent directions. Thus, and as already commented in Sec. 3,
whenever we could embed the curved space Q into a given group ~G, the existence of a characteristic
module -generated by ~GL- in the polarization subalgebra would help us in picking out a preferred
vacuum state.
Another important question, in the standard covariant quantization scheme, is the requeriment
of global hyperbolicity of Q as an essential prerequisite to specify classical Cauchy data on a
17
Cauchy hypersurface . In fact, the example of the AdS space is a special case for which the lack
of global hyperbolicity causes a \disruptive eect" on the Cauchy problem [time evolution of the
Cauchy data is not unique (see [26])]. We have not faced this inconvenience because, unlike others
group-oriented approachs to quantization (see [27]), the existence or not of Cauchy hypersurfaces
  Q is not a basic issue in our approach. The information about the propagation of the eld is
contained in the two-co-cycle (82,84) and involves an integration on the whole group ~G, not just





 d could lead to a loss of hermiticity of
some part of the operators in ~GR.
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